Question RFA 19-09 Youth Activism Grants (YAG)

1. Can individuals except Emerging Civil Society Leaders apply for this grant? If yes, do these
individuals needs to have a registered NGO/Business. Can unregistered networks also apply?
It is closed to ECSL’s Alumni members
2. Which documents are required for submission with the application?
Refer to RFA page no 10 (RFA attachments)
3. Can you provide us with detail of provincial partners or regional partners of ACEP who is working in
XXX province/area?
Please see attached the required lists
4. Can one ECSL apply for more than one grant?
No
5. Is there any scope to design national level proposal, outside of our land province?
It is at the choice of ECSL as long as they consider the grant sealing and duration
6. Is it possible that project duration be less than five months?
Yes. The contract will stay for six month if the grantee completes its milestones before six months,
that is fine but it should not exceed more than 6 six months.
7. Can one ESCL apply for more than one grant? may be in one theme/proposal or different themes to
be implemented in different provinces not in one province?
No –
8. Can we apply without counterpart partners or other CSO? If we cannot apply without CSO then can
you share a counterpart’s partner contact detail in XXX province/area to contact them for further
process?
Referred to question no 3 answers. Also referred to the RFA page No 1
9. As you have mentioned ECSL should apply their application through provincial partner of ACEP or
regional partner of ACEP, if a province does not have both what should ECSL do?
As far as we know there are registered CSOs in every province and ECSLs can only apply through
CSOs referred page No 1
10. Can ECSL apply through an NGO where he/she is working, and that NGO have a good management
and financial system? Or can apply without NGO support?
We prefer an ACEP partner if not available you can apply through the CSOs you work for. For the
last part of your question please refer to RFA page no 1

11. I am director of a NGO in my province but, the NGO which I am directing is not member of
counterpart PCP, so I want to submit my proposal through the NGO that I’m directing not through
counterpart PCP, is it possible?
Referred to previous question no 10

12. If an NGO is technically supporting ECSL which documents are required to be submitted along with
application?
Referred to RFA appendixes page no 10
13. Unfortunately, we were not illegible for Youth Activism Grant. Is there a chance for our new
stablished entity to be selected in order to get some experience for future projects?
Not for these grants but there are other opportunities that counterpart normally advertise through
ACBAR and ACEP Website, please do visit regularly. This is closed for competition only to the
ECSL alumni members.
14. Does those ECSL awarded grant before by ACEP effect (positive/negative) this terms of ACEP
ECSL grants? or from which province they awarded before or for which ECSL?
This is closed for competition only to the ECSL alumni members. Referred to page no … whatever in
the RFA

